Current research on unconformity belt mainly concentrates on the analysis and description of unconformity surface and contact relationship with overlying and underlying strata. Too much emphasis on the division of the "three-layer structure" of unconformity yields obvious disadvantages, i.e., that studies are not only insufficient in the authenticity of architecture but also in the characterization of the combination of the two-and three-dimensional perspectives. Thus, the analysis of genetic mechanism and meticulous depiction is ignored. Accordingly, by making full use of the outcrops and combining previous research findings, this study aims to provide a detailed description and analysis for the unconformity belt structure, and points out the non-uniqueness of the three-layer structure of the unconformity belt. Based on the theory of depositional process and according to the method and principle of the "point-line-surface", a comprehensive characterization method combined with a kind of "two-dimensional structure" and "three-dimensional structure" is proposed. A two-dimensional structure is a kind of surface structure, while the three-dimensional structure is a kind of body structure, Moreover, this study discusses the recognition significance of the visual unconformity line and visual unconformity surface with respect to the unconformity belt structure. According to the spatial allocation and geological significance of the unconformity belt, two types of models are established in order to depict the structure of unconformity belt better. Combined with the structural elements of the unconformity belt and complied from the viewpoint of the sedimentary environment, the formation mechanism of two-and three-dimensional structures is summarized.
In fact, the suggestion of unconformity structure itself is a fuzzy and abstract concept because unconformity is a product of geological events and various factors. It is not simply a single concept of spatial structural body, but a composite spatial structural body based on the perspective of process. Therefore, although many analyses of the unconformity structure aimed at a region are proceeding correctly, the lack of detailed classification and demonstration has become a fatal weakness. A more simple description of unconformity is essential. Accordingly, in order to describe the unconformity structure more comprehensively and truthfully, the authors provide a more specific lateral correlation and longitudinal analysis based on the different regions. 
Geology Background
Unconformity is a composite product generated from geological conditions of inharmonious time and space under a certain time scale and a certain space concept. Many scholars have pointed out that the unconformity has a vertical structure (Figure 1 ) Fu, 2001; Wu, 2012；Qu et al., 2013 . It can be seen that the unconformity is not just a simple "two-dimensional surface" but more likely to be process of a "three dimensional body", which has been recognized by most researchers. According to this "spatial attribute", Wu et esr.ccsenet.org Earth Science Research Vol. 6, No. 2; 2017 al. (2012 put forward the concept of structural body of unconformity. However, not all the characteristics of the space body can be seen in the field section, and not all unconformity has such a structure. In many cases, it also has the structure of a surface.
Basic Types of Unconformity Belt
It is vital to comprehend the type of unconformity belt in order to understand the analysis of structure, determination of the sedimentary environment and migration and accumulation of hydrocarbon. Many scholars at home and abroad have put forward the classification schemes from different angles (Table 1) (Gao, Peng, & Li, 2013) but have not yet reached a unified understanding. Billings (1956) , Yin (1978) and Lu (1980) classified the unconformity according to the geometric contact relationship of upper and lower strata, which was advantageous to the analysis of the change in formation occurrence. Vail (1977) , Ai et al. (1996) , Guo et al. (2006) , Gao et al. (2013) and so on divided it from the angle of seismic reflection characteristics, which was conducive to the combination of sequence theory. Brown (1979) , Wu et al. (1998) , Qiu et al. (2002) and Yang (2006) classified the unconformity through the research of genetic mechanism, helping to further deepen the study of formation process and mechanism. Throughout the previous classification of unconformity, the geometric contact relationship between the upper and lower strata was the most studied. Discussion on the genetic mechanism is also limited in large sedimentary tectonics and there is a lack of discussion on the unconformity structure and formation process. 
Structural Elements of Unconformity Belt
The analysis for unconformity belt structure first needs to determine how to describe and know what the structural elements are. For a long time, researches are mostly focused on geometric contact relationship between the upper and lower strata, but specific structure has not yet been systematically explained. Although some scholars have proposed that the variables of unconformity include spatial, time and geometric (Sloss, 1988; He, 2007) , this kind of macro-scale variable cannot describe unconformity belt structure in detail or show characteristics. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct more further system studies.
The main problem is how to identify unconformity belt in practical work. As is shown in Figure 2 , the usual method is to observe the occurrence of upper and lower layers from macro-scale. This usually makes it easy to identify the profile such as b, c, d, e in Figure 2 . However, structures like a and f, where there is little difference in geometric shape between upper and lower strata, require further research. Although this method is reasonable esr.ccsenet.org Earth Science Research Vol. 6, No. 2; 2017 and convenient, it has some uncertainty in the description of unconformity belt structure and lacks recognition basis and a descriptive method based on the feature of unconformity belt. While carefully observing the unconformity belt structure from micro-scale, it can be found that there is a relatively clear single interface in the structure of a, while d, e, and f are relatively fuzzy; sometimes two adjacent interfaces are visible. The classification and comparison of this kind of phenomenon can be summarized from the microscopic level to figure out the main structural elements of unconformity belt (Figure 3 ). 
Visual Unconformity Line and Visual Unconformity Surface
The visual unconformity line is an uncoordinated contact line that is visible to the naked eye between two sets of strata in a field profile observation, and the corresponding extension surface between the upper and lower strata is the unconformity surface ( Figure 3 ). This macroscopic method determines the uncertainty of the visual unconformity line, but because it is objective and easy to observe, it has important significance for the identification of unconformity belt. It should be noted that the visual unconformity line is not necessarily the boundary line of unconformity belt, but rather the macro-visible line, and not necessarily the only one. The red line of a, b, and c in Figure 2 is a combination of visual unconformity line and unconformity belt itself; they coincide with each other. However, there are two visual unconformity lines in Figure 2d , e, and f. The upper red line is upper visual unconformity line, while the lower one is lower visual unconformity line. None of them is the unconformity boundary, but rather the favorable identification line of the unconformity belt. In Figure 2e , the lower visual unconformity line coincides with the lower unconformity boundary, and the upper visual unconformity line is locate below the upper unconformity boundary. In Figure 2f , two visual unconformity lines and the unconformity boundary coincide with each other.
Unconformity Boundary
It can be seen from the field outcrop that there are two kinds of unconformity boundary conditions. One is shown in Figure 2a , b, and c: the unconformity itself is a boundary line and there is no thickness spatially. The other is similar to Figure 2d , e, and f: the unconformity belt has a certain thickness, corresponding with two unconformity boundaries: the upper unconformity boundary and lower unconformity boundary (Figure 3 ). The upper unconformity boundary is the stable contact position with the underlying unconformity belt, where the overlying strata do not play a role in the weathering and leaching of unconformity belt. The lower unconformity boundary is the stable contact position with the overlying unconformity belt, where the underlying strata do not play a role in the weathering and leaching of the unconformity belt. Between the upper unconformity boundary and lower unconformity boundary is the complete unconformity belt structure. Then, the relationship between the unconformity boundary and visual unconformity line can be understood from this conception (Figure 4 ). The unconformity boundary and visual unconformity line coincide, corresponding with the unconformity belt structure,which can be refered to the photos of the figure 2a, b and c; (b) The upper unconformity boundary and upper visual unconformity line coincide while the lower unconformity boundary and lower visual unconformity line coincide, and between them is the unconformity belt structure,which can be refered to the photos of the figure 2f ; (c) The upper unconformity boundary is on top of the upper visual unconformity line while the lower unconformity boundary and lower visual unconformity line coincide, and between the upper and lower unconformity boundary is the unconformity belt structure,which can be refered to the photos of the figure 2e; (d)
The upper unconformity boundary and upper visual unconformity line coincide while the lower unconformity boundary is on bottom of the lower visual unconformity line; between the upper and lower unconformity boundary is the unconformity belt structure; (e) The upper unconformity boundary is on top of the upper visual unconformity line while the lower unconformity boundary is on bottom of the lower visual unconformity line, and between the upper and lower unconformity boundary is the unconformity belt structure,which can be refered to the photos of the figure 2d
Vertical Thickness
Some of the unconformity belt can only be observed as one unconformity interface in the field vertical profile, corresponding to the visual unconformity line, as shown in Figure 2a , b, and c, where it can be understood that the vertical thickness is 0. However, two visual unconformity lines can be observed and the two corresponding unconformity boundaries can be identified. Between the upper and lower unconformity boundary is the unconformity belt structure, and the corresponding vertical distance is the vertical thickness, as shown in Figure  2d , e, and f, which all have a certain vertical thickness. There is still no fixed standard for the vertical thickness of unconformity belt, which is related to the genetic mechanism. Different mechanisms can lead to different thicknesses. When the unconformity performs as a single line, the thickness is 0. Earlier studies in the North Tarim uplift showed that the thickness of the structure layer ranged between 2~127 meters . Research in Zhunggar Basin indicated that the thickness ranged between 14~174 meters (He, 2007) . The study of the unconformity structure layer in Tarim Basin revealed that the thickness was in the range of 16.3~179 meters (Li & Ai, 2006) . It is thus clear that the thickness of the unconformity belt structure varies considerably, which is closely related to the intensity of weathering, erosion, groundwater activity, tectonic activity and the paleoclimatic condition.
Rock Types and Contact Relationship of the Upper and Lower Strata
The rock types and contact relationship between the upper and lower strata are important factors for controlling the structure of unconformity belt. Various lithological association forms diverse structural features of unconformity belt. He (2007) divided the unconformity belt into 13 lithological combination patterns through the study in Zhunggar Basin. However, further discussion is required on the influence of different rock types. The contact relationship between is the geometric representation of the strata on both sides of unconformity belt. Many scholars have set this as the basis for division of the unconformity belt (Billings, 1972；Lu, 1980 Yin, 1978) , which helps to further promote research on unconformity. Nevertheless, with the needs of developing fine reservoir characterization, the supporting structure of unconformity belt should not only be precise but also demonstrated from the genetic mechanism perspective. 
Samples and Methods of Unconformity Belt Structure
The unconformity belt structure has commonly developed three layered structural characteristics according to the research of . However, such a model of structure layer established on this basis cannot cover all types of unconformity belts. It is just one kind of expression form and has not really covered the unconformity belt with structural characteristics. Not all of the unconformity is a three-layer structure or even a layered structure. According to the principle of realism, combined with the field outcrop and other first-hand materials of the previous research results, the establishment of classification criteria and the recognition principle of unconformity belt structure is attempted here.
Two-Dimensional Unconformity Belt

Two-Dimensional Structure of Unconformity Belt
There is less research on the two-dimensional structure of unconformity belt because the importance has not been widely recognized. The formation principles are numerous and varied, and it is helpful to analyze its development for understanding and grasping the geological events that occurred within a certain period. This not only has research significance for petroleum migration and accumulation but also provides important direction for the development and evolution of life activities and historical changes of geological activities.
If the strata under unconformity belt have not uplifted sufficiently to undergo weathering and denudation, they may receive new deposition due to a sudden geological event. Alternatively, uplifting occurred but was covered with new source without undergoing extensive subaerial weathering and alteration. Even if it was exposed due to geological events such as river erosion, which subjected the strata to weathering, leaching and subsequent erosion, it still creates the false appearance that upper strata make direct contact with lower strata, which is not subjected to weathering and denudation. In this way, the two-dimensional structure is formed, without weathered clay layer between unconformity zone or leaching-crushing zone beneath the surface and weathering-erosion zone above. There is only one visual unconformity line, on behalf of the two-dimensional interface, which is formed between the strata above and under the unconformity belt.
Model of Two-Dimensional Structure
Based on the characteristics of field profile and structural elements, a model of the two-dimensional structure was established ( Figure 5 ). It can be seen through the structure coordinate direction graph that it has lateral attributes and planar extension attributes, which determine the characteristics of surface structure. From the section graph and the line structure graph, it can be seen that the performance in the vertical direction is a visual unconformity line without thickness. The manifestation in space seen from the stereoscopic structure graph is a visual unconformity surface coinciding with the structure. The formation of a two-dimensional structure depends on an essential element and two key factors; the essential element is the sedimentary environment, while the key factors are sediment supply and tectonic setting. The sedimentary environment directly determines the formation and structure properties of unconformity belt, affecting the sediment types of unconformity belt. The quantity and time of source supplied directly affect the distribution range of the two-dimensional structure of the strata above the unconformity belt and the reservoir physical property of the strata. As an important adjustment role, the tectonic background directly impacts the unconformity type and development scale ( Figure 6 ).
A clear understanding of the two-dimensional structure of unconformity belt can be determined based on Figure  6 . The profile in Figure 6A is from the Liu Jiang Basin, Qinhuangdao City, Hebei Province, China. It can be clearly seen that the carbonate rocks formed in the Ordovician period were invaded by a set of diabase dykes, which constitute the two-dimensional structure with the upper and lower carbonate rocks. The spatial reflection is a two-dimensional surface, and here there are two surfaces. One is on the bottom of the diabase, contacting with the carbonate below. The other is on the top of the diabase, contacting with the carbonate above. The two unconformity surfaces have obvious characteristics, with no layered structure, weathering clay layer growth or characteristic of the upper and low layer of the structural body. To summarize, the visual unconformity line and unconformity belt coincide with each other.
The profile in Figure 6B is from Song Zi, Liu Jiachang, China, which exhibits a typical river erosion surface. The carboniferous sandstone in the upper He Zhou Formation and the carbonate rocks in the lower part constitute the two-dimensional structure. It can be seen there is no hierarchical structure in the interface or weathered clay layer. The upper layer has no sandstone, basal conglomerate or water-inlet sandstone, while the lower layer has no weathering-leaching zone or dissolution-fracture zone. There is only one visual unconformity line without thickness, corresponding to the unconformity belt structure.
The profile in Figure 6C is a section from central Utah, USA. The upper Pleistocene sand-conglomerate covers the red sandstone of the lower Triassic strata, constituting the two-dimensional structure. The upper unconformity belt is a mixed gravel bed arranged disorderly that does not form part of the three-layer structure. The lower part is red sandstone, without layered structure, and the visual unconformity line and unconformity belt coincide with each other.
The profile in Figure 6D is based in Colorado, USA. The Precambrian granite at the bottom and the Cambrian sandstone on the top constitutes the two-dimensional structure; the overlying sandstone directly covers the lower granite, without layered structure, and the unconformity belt and visual unconformity lines coincide. The structures above, combined with the model of two-dimensional structure can be summarized as follows:
1) From the perspective of formation mechanism, the formed underlying strata of unconformity belt did not exhibit visual weathering and denudation. The formation process of the overlying strata indicates a certain degree of erosion of the underlying strata. For instance, Figure 6A belongs to magmatic intrusion and Figure 6B and C are scouring effects. Figure 6D remains to be studied with sand body genesis and is not discussed here. It can be seen that the formation mechanism influences the unconformity structure.
2) From the perspective of formation position, the two-dimensional structure is mainly formed in the inside stratum and the fluid interface of the flowing medium, with an invasion attribute or strong erosion property.
3) For the vertical characteristics of unconformity belt, there is no layered structure or weathered clay layer. The upper layer has no sandstone or basal conglomerate and no water-inlet sandstone; the lower layer has no weathering and leaching zone or dissolution-fracture zone. Further, the vertical thickness is 0, and only the upper and lower layer of the unconformity belt can be observed.
4) For the shape of unconformity belt, only a clear contact line between the upper and lower layer is intuitively visible, that is, the visual unconformity line, which coincides with the unconformity boundary, representing the entire vertical structure. Petroleum geologists usually pay more attention to this structure because it is an important mineralizing channel and location. In addition, it plays an important role in the migration and accumulation of oil and gas.
If underlying strata uplifts the ground, lower strata can undergo weathering and denudation with various physical, chemical and biological effects, forming various weathering-fracture zones, weathering denudation pores and vadose zones. After a certain period of time, due to particular geological events, a new source supply originates; the overlying strata begins to deposit on the lower strata subjected to relatively long-term weathering and denudation in a certain geological period, and gradually undergos sedimentary compaction. In late geological history period, the diagenesis would be completed, so that a "three-dimensional" nature of the unconformity belt is formed. In common with the analysis method of two-dimensional structure, the model of three-dimensional structure is established (Figure 7) . The difference is that while using the point -line -surface method and principle for analysis, the time scales and thickness need to be considered at the same time. The three-dimensional structure does not represent three-layer structure, and vertical thickness is the point. In fact, it can be seen that some unconformity belt structures do not have the bottom gravel stratum development, but rather a part of upper strata, some have no weathered clay layer, just some cracks or pores around the structure. The situation has no significance for division of three-layer structure.
This structure has two approximately parallel visual unconformity lines. Based on the structure coordinate direction graph, the structure has three attributes of lateral, vertical and planar extension, which determine its characteristic of body structure. In the line structure graph, it can be seen clearly that the belt has a width controlled by two visual unconformity lines; the upper layer of the belt is the overlying strata, and the lower layer is the underlying strata. From the stereoscopic structure graph of unconformity belt, this belt is a structural body of space; the upper of the body is the overlying strata, the lower is the underlying strata. This spatial structural body is unconformity belt itself, with stratum property. It can be seen that within this belt, there are uncoordinated changes with upper and lower strata, such as weathering, fracture, corrosion, percolation, deformation and so on, showing the characteristics of the three-dimensional structure. Combined with the actual profile, the characteristics of the three-dimensional structure can be directly observed through the pattern diagram.
Study on Three-Dimensional Structure of Unconformity Belt Based on Field Outcrops
Similar to the two-dimensional structure, the three-dimensional structure also depends on an essential element and two key factors. The essential element is sedimentary environment, which directly determines the formation process and structure properties. This is same with the two-dimensional structure. However, the key factors do not include tectonic setting but contain the weathering and erosion conditions and sediment supply. The weathering conditions should be emphasized here, because only after the underlying strata are exposed to weathering, denudation and leaching and under the condition that the source supply is sufficient, a vertical stratification structure has potential to form, in addition to the two-dimensional surface (Figure 8) .
A certain understanding of the three-dimensional structure can be acquired from the section in Figure 8 . A three-dimensional structure does not mean a three layer structure, and it does not indicate a good hierarchical structure. Picture A is the Quaternary field profile of Baxoi County in Tibet, China. It can be clearly seen that an apparent visual unconformity lies between the underlying coarse glutenite and overlying sandy conglomerate. Unlike the two-dimensional structure, the upper layer of the structure is the normal glutenite deposition while the lower layer develops a weathered clay layer. Below the weathered clay layer is 1~3 meters of sandy conglomerate, which is slightly different from the underlying sandy conglomerate. This has been subjected to relatively strong erosion, and a large number of pores and cracks are visible to the naked eye. This was termed mixed sand conglomerate to distinguish it from the underlying coarse gravel rock. This layer of mixed sand conglomerate also has characteristics of the traditional hierarchical scheme of unconformity belt, such as the disintegration zone, leaching zone, seepage layer and subsurface layer. Therefore, it is incorrect to classify it separately into a three layer structure. Under the mixed sand conglomerate is the normal sediment of underlying coarse gravel rock. The lithological difference between the upper and lower unconformity belt is obvious from the section graph of unconformity belt. The characteristics of the three-dimensional attribute of this kind of unconformity band can be clearly defined from the line structure graph and stereoscopic structure graph of the unconformity belt. It has a certain thickness, which is specifically embodied in the weathering, leaching, erosion and fracture degree between the upper and lower strata.
The profile in Figure 8B is from Liu Jiang basin, Qinhuangdao City, Hebei Province, China. A weathered clay layer is formed between the upper and lower carbonate rocks. Combined with the section graph, it is clearly difficult to carry on the structure stratification. Although different from the two-dimensional structure, i.e., the space has thickness, from the traditional three layer structure partition scheme, the whole unconformity belt structure is almost only one layer. However, it is exactly this layer that has the characteristics of weathering, erosion, leaching and rupture, which indicates the features of the three-dimensional structure. That is, as long as the space has a certain thickness but not necessarily the three layer structure, the structure can exist. For the formation of the process and the structure of the unconformity, the most critical factor is the integration of the time and the intensity of the erosion. The distribution of this kind of single layer structure in three-dimensional space can be defined based on the line structure and spatial structure. For the formation process of the unconformity structure, the most critical factor is the time and intensity of weathering and erosion or scouring of the unconformity belt. The distribution of this kind of single layer structure in three-dimensional space can be defined on the line structure graph and stereoscopic structure graph of unconformity belt.
The profile in Figure 8C is a section of Oregon, USA. The paleosol layer is formed between the upper and lower basalt lava, forming the three-dimensional structure of the unconformity belt. In this section, the layered structure of the upper and lower visual unconformity line is easily visible. Above the visual unconformity line, a layer of broken belt at the bottom of the overlying basalt lava can be seen, and pores and fractures are well developed. These impart different characteristics to the layer from the upper basalt lava, and should be divided into the structure of the unconformity belt, composing the upper unconformity boundary. Beneath the broken belt is a red paleosol layer. To distinguish this from the aforementioned clay layer, this is termed basalt clay rock, which constitutes the main structure of the unconformity belt. Below the basalt clay rocks is a gradual transition to the top of the underlying basaltic lava. In addition, this is also significantly different from the lower lava, subjected to severe weathering, erosion, leaching and rupture. Therefore, this part is also divided into the structure of the unconformity belt, composing the lower unconformity boundary. The characteristics can be seen from the line structure graph and stereoscopic structure graph of the unconformity belt, which seemingly appear to be divided into three layers, but there is also the unified whole that is subjected to weathering and leaching. The focus is still not the division of layers, but where it starts and where it ends. The profile in Figure 8D is based on Washington State, USA. The Pleistocene sandy conglomerate covers the underlying Miocene carbonate rocks, constituting the three-dimensional structure. The structure is similar to Figure 8C ; the weathering and leaching strata around the upper and lower visual unconformity line constitutes the spatial attributes. The difference is that the main part of this profile is the carbonate rocks subjected to weathering and leaching of the lower unconformity boundary, and above the visual unconformity line a successively weathered clay layer and weathering and leaching of the sandy conglomerate occurs. Therefore, although it looks like the layered structure from the line structure graph and stereoscopic structure graph of the unconformity belt, there is still unity of weathering and leaching.
To sum up, combined with the model of three-dimensional structure, the following points are summarized:
1) From the perspective of formation mechanism, the underlying strata usually undergo weathering and denudation, representing a hiatus period. The underlying strata underwent weathering and leaching, and the formation of the overlying strata did not exert sufficient pressure on the weathered-fracture zone.
2) From the perspective of formation position, the three-dimensional structure is mainly formed under conditions of long-term exposure of the surface and weathering-leaching.
3) For the vertical characteristics of unconformity belt, there is a layered structure, but no absolute hierarchical structure. A weathered clay layer, basal conglomerate, water-inlet sandstone and so on can develop, and the weathering and leaching zone, dissolution-fracture zone and crush belt commonly develop, with an obvious spatial three-dimensional structure.
4) For the shape of unconformity belt, there are two clear visual unconformity lines that have no absolute relationship with unconformity boundary. The thickness between two visual unconformity lines is usually smaller than actual structure (Figure 4) . Usually, the upper unconformity boundary is above the upper visual unconformity line, while the lower unconformity boundary is beneath the lower visual unconformity line. Figure 9 . Spatial configuration of the unconformity structure type (modified from Dengfa He)
Discussion
Research on unconformity still has many points worth discussing, and study of unconformity belt with structure has important geological value for evolution of earth and tectonics, disaster events, oil and gas storage and transportation and so on. Here, the main point pertains to the discussion of micro spatial configuration and genetic mechanism of the unconformity.
Micro Spatial Structure Configuration
The structure of unconformity belt not only plays an important role in hydrocarbon migration and accumulation but also has considerable guiding significance for the study of history of geological development and identification of characteristics of crust movement (Morley, 2016) . Both the two-and three-dimensional structure have important geological significance, which is reflected in the spatial structure configuration. With the function of sedimentary environment, climatic conditions, tectonic action, diagenesis, weathering and a variety of transformations, the structures originated through different methods of spatial structure configuration. Over the past 20 years, although there were few studies on the unconformity structure, no-one has meticulously depicted it or finely described the top and bottom surface. Most of the research focused on the level of contact relationships; the study of He (2007) discusses the spatial configuration by means of analysis for the unconformity type (Figure 9 ). In this way, however, the unconformity belt structure is confined to three layer structure, which cannot reflect the actual relationship of spatial configuration.
From the view of deposition process, the key factor is sedimentary environment. Moreover, an important reason for the formation of unconformity belt is that the changes in sedimentary environment bring about new sources, breaking the original sedimentary structures. Therefore, according to the leading role of the environment, considering the core elements-source supply, spatial configuration mode can be analyzed. In accordance with the difference in environment and source supply from 8 conditions: glacier migration, gravity sliding-collapse, volcanic activity, seismic activity, fluid erosion, tsunami activity, storm events and biochemistry actions, combined with the line structure graph and stereoscopic structure graph of unconformity belt, the spatial configuration can be divided into 16 kinds of combinations ( Figure 10 and 11). It can be found that, in essence, the main influence on the structural characteristics is sedimentary environment and source supply of the upper unconformity belt, rather than the lower strata. For example, an unconformity belt formed from volcanic eruptions usually retains the marks of bullets and volcano ash, while that formed from seismic activity has characteristics of curls and deformation of upper seismite.
Genetic Mechanism
Traditional understanding is that due to the uplift of underlying strata, the ground is exposed to water and subject to weathering and denudation (Marsset et al., 2015; Xu, 2015) . Through data and discussion of outcrops, numerous structures of unconformity belt, in particular, the two-dimensional structure, does not conform to this deposition process, such as unconformity belts that formed under water or inside the stratum. These unconformity belts belong to the event deposits. Some deposition processes are continuous while others are not. Therefore, it is obvious that exposure environment is not the determinant, and the three layer structures cannot meet the requirements of formation process. The actual phenomenon requires further understanding and research on genetic mechanism.
The same sedimentary environment and source supply can result in different unconformity belt structures, while different sedimentary environments and source supplies can lead to the same structures. It is thus evident that the formation of unconformity belt is controlled by multiple factors. When considering the genetic mechanism, it is noted that there are three key problems:
1) The evolution of the lower strata of the unconformity belt has no decisive influence on the formation, regardless of whether they fold due to tectonic movement; this is not the key for the formation of the unconformity belt, only an accompanying phenomenon.
2) The source supply of the upper layer of the unconformity belt has a decisive impact on the formation, i.e., determination of the two-dimensional structure or three-dimensional structure.
3) Exposure conditions are not the necessary elements for the formation of the unconformity belt, which can occur above and below water as well as inside the stratum. Further, the deposition process may be continuous.
Combining the extraction of outcrop data, based on the characteristics of the two-and three-dimensional structure and from the perspective of deposition process, conceptual models for genetic mechanism are proposed. 
Genetic Model of Two-Dimensional Structure of Unconformity Belt
There are four main types of genetic models for unconformity of the two-dimensional structure ( Figure 12 ): unexposed deposition model, exposed-unweathered deposition model, invasion layer model and exposed-weathered strong erosion deposition model. The unexposed deposition model ( Figure 12A ) consists of two stages. The first stage is before the formation of unconformity belt; the lower original formation remains in continuous deposition state, maintaining the layers for slow formation. The second stage is the formation stage. The original formation still remains in the continuous deposition state, without continuous transformation on the bedding caused by numerous organisms. Due solely to the geological environmental changes or tectonic movement, a new, foreign provenance supply originates, covering the original formation, but does not have continuous large-scale effects on the lower strata. It seems that the deposition of the lower strata is interrupted. In reality, the original deposition process is maintained continuously, but the rate of source supply does not become faster than the rate of foreign source supply. Between the upper and lower layers, the single visual unconformity lines occur, forming the two-dimensional structure of the unconformity belt.
The exposed-unweathered deposition model ( Figure 12B ) has three stages. The first stage is same as the last model. The second stage is exposure stage, due to geological environmental changes or tectonic movement, which causes basement to uplift or water to disappear. Thus, lower strata is exposed to ground and subjected to the effects of atmosphere, but not for long. The third stage is formation stage. Although lower strata is in an exposed condition, this is not sufficient for weathering and erosion transformation. Then, new source covers and forms the two-dimensional structure.
The invasion layer model ( Figure 12C ) has two stages. The first stage is same as the last model. In the second stage of invasion period, original formation still remains in a continuous deposition. As a result of volcanic activity, original formation is invaded by intrusive rocks. This invasion may not cause continuous cracking of surrounding rocks, forming the two-dimensional structure.
The exposed-weathered strong erosion deposition model ( Figure 12D ) consists of three stages. The first stage is same as the last model. The second stage is also the exposure stage because of the geological environmental changes or tectonic movement, and the basement uplifts or water disappears. Thus, the lower strata is exposed to the ground, resulting in weathering denudation and leaching phenomenon. Due to the difference in climatic conditions, exposed structures may appear, such as weathered clay, mud cracks and raindrop imprints, with longer duration. The third stage is the formation stage. The lower strata has sufficient time to undergo weathering and erosion transformation, forming the weathering zone. However, the new source has such strong erosion ability that it can wash away the weathering zone of lower strata, leaving only the erosion surface, thus forming the two-dimensional structure. 
Genetic Model of Three-Dimensional Structure of Unconformity Belt
There are four main types of genetic models for unconformity of the three-dimensional structure ( Figure 13 ): unexposed deposition model, exposed-unweathered deposition model, invasion layer model and exposed-weathered deposition model. The unexposed deposition model ( Figure 13A ) has two stages. First stage occurs before the formation of unconformity belt; lower original formation remains in continuous deposition state, maintaining the layers for slow formation. The second stage is formation stage. The original formation still remains in a continuous deposition. A new exotic source supply is brought in caused by changes of geological environment and tectonic movement, covering the original formation. However, with the provenance supply, lower strata undergos continuous changes. There may be considerable migration and escape marks of many organisms, and continuous rupture and compaction caused by strong erosion of new source may occur in lower strata. There is no single visual unconformity line; instead, two occur and form the three-dimensional structure.
The exposed-unweathered deposition model ( Figure 13B ) has three stages. The first stage is same as the last model. Second stage is exposure process, due to geological environmental changes and tectonic movement, the basement is caused to uplift and water disappears. Lower strata is exposed, but transformation phenomenon has not yet occurred and when does so, occurs with shorter duration. In the third stage, new source directly covers over lower stratum. With a continuous transformation function, the lower strata appears to forming a continuous scouring fracture and deformation structure, imparting a certain thickness to unconformity belt. The two visual unconformity lines emerge and forms the three-dimensional structure.
The invasion layer model ( Figure 13C ) has two stages. First stage is same as the last model. The second is invasion period; original formation still remains under continuous deposition. As a result of volcanic activity, original formation is invaded by intrusive rocks. This invasion causes continuous cracking and alteration on surrounding rocks, even forms a metallogenic belt, imparting a certain thickness to the unconformity belt, resulting in the appearance of two visual unconformity lines and forming the three-dimensional structure.
The exposed-weathered deposition model ( Figure 13D ) consists of three stages. The first stage is same as the last model. The second stage is also exposure stage, and because of geological environmental changes and tectonic movement, the basement uplifts or water disappears. Thus, lower strata is exposed to ground, resulting in weathering denudation and leaching phenomenon. Due to the difference in climatic conditions, it is possible that exposed structures such as weathered clay, mud cracks and raindrop imprints may occur with longer duration. The third stage is formation stage. New source supply covers over lower strata and does not exert continuous damage on the transformation of understratum. Thus, a certain thickness forms, resulting in the appearance of two visual unconformity lines and formation of the three-dimensional structure. 
Conclusions
The structure of unconformity belt is not a single two-dimensional surface or general absolute three-layer structure, but a combination of the two according to the difference in sedimentary environment and provenance supply. Different unconformity belt structures have different characteristics; these can reflect the formation mechanism and process. Combined with the idea of depositional process and discussion of this paper, five points following are reached:
1) The depiction of unconformity needs to account for these important structural elements: visual unconformity line, visual unconformity surface, upper unconformity boundary, lower unconformity boundary, vertical thickness, transverse distribution, rock types, contact relationship, forming environment and so on. Among them, the visual unconformity line is the most direct factor for field identification. The structure of unconformity belt can comprise one or two visual unconformity lines.
2) The two-dimensional structure of unconformity belt has a single visual unconformity line and general corresponds to the belt itself, representing a single two-dimensional surface. The lower strata do not undergo weathering and denudation but can develop a scouring structure. It often forms inside the stratum or on the contact surface of the flowing medium, with close contact between the upper and lower strata. It usually forms in the sedimentary environment with considerable burst source supply, such as glacial migration, gravity sliding-collapse, intrusive activities, fluid erosion and biological chemistry actions.
3) The three-dimensional structure of unconformity belt has two visual unconformity lines usually between the upper and lower unconformity boundary. These can coincide with each other under appropriate situation, representing spatial structure with a certain thickness, but not the absolute three-layer structure. The bottom gravel layer, weathered clay layer and leaching crushing zone usually have no absolute boundaries, they are continuous and form the three-dimensional structure itself. Due to the erosion and weathering of overlying source washing, unconformity belt often forms various erosion filling, fracture zone, sediment deformation, tearing and leaching structures. It is also a good position for a metallogenic belt, which usually develops under the condition that lower strata undergos surface weathering and denudation of the ground with a considerable source supply, such as volcanic activity, seismic activity, tsunami activity, and storm events.
4)
Combined with the developmental model of two-and three-dimensional structure and field outcrop, and based on the factors of the sedimentary environment and provenance supply, 16 kinds of micro spatial configurations are presented; characteristics of various structures are given combined with the actual data.
(5) Combined with the developmental characteristics of the two-three-dimensional structure, the formation mechanisms are discussed, and on the basis of actual data, a genetic model of two-dimensional structure and three-dimensional structure is proposed.
